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Chirality is a fundamental property of electrons with the relativistic spectrum 
found in graphene and topological insulators.  It plays a crucial role in relativistic 
phenomena, such as Klein tunneling, but it is difficult to visualize directly. Here 
we report the direct observation and manipulation of chirality and pseudospin 
polarization in the tunneling of electrons between two almost perfectly aligned 
graphene crystals. We use a strong in-plane magnetic field as a tool to resolve the 
contributions of the chiral electronic states that have a phase difference between 
the two components of their vector wavefunction. Our experiments not only shed 
light on chirality, but also demonstrate a technique for preparing graphene’s 
Dirac electrons in a particular quantum chiral state in a selected valley.  
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The chiral properties of Dirac electrons in monolayer graphene(1-3) (and the Berry 
phase π associated with them) have been used to explain Klein tunneling, the absence of 
backscattering in graphene p-n junctions(4-6), specific features in weak localization(7, 
8), a peculiar Landau level spectrum (in which one level is pinned exactly at the Dirac 
point leading to the ‘half-integer’ quantum Hall effect)(1, 2), and valley-selection of the 
interband transitions excited by polarized light(9). Chirality is determined by the 
relative phase in the two-component wavefunction of the Dirac quasi-particles, which 
arises from the sublattice composition in graphene(3) and from spin states in 
topological insulators(10). Such a two-component wavefunction is typically described in 
terms of a specific vector - the pseudospin – which, for chiral particles, is locked to their 
direction of motion. However, it has proved difficult to image directly the chirality and 
the pseudospin polarization in electrical or optical measurements. To date the phase 
shift in the sublattice composition of the electron states in graphene has been detectable 
only by angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)(11-13).  
Here we report an alternative technique for pseudospin and chirality detection that is 
based on tunneling of electrons in van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures(14, 15) in 
which graphene (Gr) and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) are stacked in a multilayer 
structure (Fig. 1A). In these devices, it has been shown that the exceptionally high 
quality of graphene, provided by its encapsulation, allows the electrons to tunnel 
between graphene electrodes with conservation of in-plane momentum (16, 17), 
making one graphene electrode a bias voltage (Vb)-tunable spectrometer for electrons 
emitted by the other. However, the usual tunneling formalism, which does not take into 
account the interference between the two components of the wavefunction of the 
tunneling electrons, fails in the case of chiral quasiparticles. Here, we show that, the 
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tunneling current-voltage characteristics I(Vb,B) in the presence of an in-plane magnetic 
field B (18), essentially depend on the pseudospin orientation and enable us to detect 
the valley sublattice structure determined by the relative phase between the two 
sublattice components of the Dirac spinor vector wavefunction of electrons in graphene. 
A small misalignment angle between the crystalline lattices of the two graphene flakes 
(Fig. 1A) causes specific parts of I(Vb,B) to arise from the tunneling of electrons in 
specific regions of momentum space. Furthermore, for the case of chiral electrons, 
different states in momentum space (and thus with specific pseudospin orientation) 
have different tunneling probability – depending on whether the interference between 
the two components of electron wavefunction is constructive (Fig. 1B-D) or destructive 
(Fig. 1F-H) as electrons tunnel out of the emitting graphene layer. A particular state can 
be chosen with the help of a magnetic field, applied perpendicular to the current. This 
provides the electrons with a tunable momentum boost as they traverse the barrier (as 
shown previously in studies of vertical transport in III-V semiconductor 
heterostructures(19, 20)). For graphene, by rotating the magnetic field in the plane of 
the Gr/hBN/Gr device, we are able to resolve the contributions to the measured 
differential conductance, G = 𝜕𝐼 𝜕𝑉𝑏⁄ , arising from electrons with clearly identifiable 
momenta in a given valley of graphene’s band structure, and hence detect the features 
related to the sublattice composition of the electronic wavefunctions.  
In the series of vdW heterostructures studied here, a tunnel barrier of hBN separates a 
graphene monolayer from either a monolayer or a bilayer of graphene.  During 
preparation, we ensure that the crystallographic orientations of the two graphene 
electrodes are closely aligned, Fig. 1A, by aligning the edges of the flakes in the transfer 
procedure (for details, see (21, 22)). The devices are placed on the oxidized surface of a 
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doped silicon substrate which forms an insulated back gate electrode, as in previously-
reported graphene tunneling transistors(16, 17, 23). The two types of multilayer stack 
are thus of the form Si/SiO2/hBN/Gr/N-hBN/(B)Gr/hBN, where (B)Gr denotes (bilayer) 
graphene and N-hBN denotes N layers of hBN. The typical active areas of our devices are 
between 10 and 100m2. 
Typical plots of G versus Vb, and back gate voltage, Vg, for the Gr/3hBN/Gr and 
Gr/5hBN/BGr devices are presented in Fig. 2 (see examples of other aligned devices in 
(22)). In these aligned devices a number of resonant features in the tunneling I(Vb) 
characteristics are observed, such as when the Fermi level in one layer coincides with 
the lowest energy at which the band dispersion curves of the two layers intersect (Fig. 
2A). Schematic representations of some of these resonant alignment conditions are 
shown in Fig. 2 with more details given in (22). These resonances are absent in the 
devices in which the graphene electrodes are strongly misaligned; for these devices 
momentum conservation is satisfied by elastic scattering and/or phonon emission (22, 
24-26). 
There are qualitative differences in the tunneling conductance plots of the Gr/hBN/Gr 
and Gr/hBN/BGr devices mainly thanks to (i) the difference in the density of states 
(DoS) between graphene (DoS is linear with energy) and bilayer graphene (DoS is 
independent of energy) and (ii) the presence of the second subband in bilayer graphene. 
Thus, the difference in DoS leads to most features in the conductivity plot for 
Gr/hBN/Gr having a square root dependence in the Vb-Vg plane, whereas some of these 
features are linear for the Gr/hBN/BGr devices (compare blue dashed lines in Fig. 2D 
and 2H). Also, the presence of the second subband in the bilayer roughly doubles the 
number of the observed resonances. 
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To gain further insight, we computed the tunnel conductance using a previously 
developed model of the device electrostatics(16, 23) and a chiral tunneling 
formalism(27). The only free parameters in the model are the relative angle between 
the crystallographic directions of the graphene flakes and the energy broadening of 
their plane wave states. By comparing the experimental and calculated results in Fig. 2, 
we can extract the relative orientation angle between the two graphene flakes, which 
we find to cover the range 0.5 to 3 for the group of devices that we studied.  
A strong magnetic field, ~30T, applied parallel to the graphene layers gives rise to 
additional fine structure in G (Fig. 3G), which is strongly dependent on the angle 
between B and the principal axes of the graphene crystals. This is best revealed in the 
𝐺′ ≡ 𝜕𝐺/𝜕𝑉𝑏 plots (Fig. 3, H and K), with further examples presented in (22). The 
angular dependence of these features corresponds to six intertwined sinusoids.  
The origin of this fine structure is explained in Fig. 3, A-F. In zero magnetic field all six 
corners of the Brillouin zone (BZ) experience resonance conditions simultaneously, 
leading to a single resonance peak (Fig. 3A-C, where an example is given for the 
resonant alignment, similar to the “touch” depicted in Fig. 2A). In a finite magnetic field, 
the tunneling electrons experience a Lorentz force, and gain an in-plane momentum 
boost, given by  
∆?⃗? = 𝑒𝑑?̂? × ?⃗⃗?. 
Here, ?̂? is a unit vector in the tunneling direction, 𝑒 is the electron charge and d is the 
thickness of hBN tunneling barrier. In Fig. 3, D and E this is represented as a relative 
shift of the two BZ, additional to the rotation arising from the small angular 
misalignment of the two graphene layers. Hence, depending on the orientation of 
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magnetic field, the resonant conditions for the six corners of the BZ are fulfilled at six 
slightly different voltages, leading to the splitting of the resonance peak into six 
individual peaks. The Vb value required for resonance at each particular corner is a 
sinusoidal function of the angle  between B and the “armchair” direction of the 
graphene lattice: Vb(B,,j)Vb(B=0)+V(B,)sin(+j/3), where  j=0,1..5 is the index of a 
particular BZ corner (as shown by grayscale-colored lines in Fig 3H and K). Our 
theoretical model provides a very good fit to our experimental results (Fig. 3, I and L). 
The intensities of these resonances also depend on , so only half of the period of the 
sinusoid is visible (Fig. 3, H,I,K,L).  This is particularly obvious in Fig. 3, K and L for the 
resonance between Vb=0V and 0.25V. This asymmetry arises from the electronic 
chirality of graphene. The electron wavefunction is a vector with two components, 𝜓𝐴 
and 𝜓𝐵, representing the probability of finding the electron on the two sublattices, A 
and B, of the honeycomb lattice. Chirality is the specific property of the relative phase  
between the wavefunction components, which is locked to the direction of the 
electron’s momentum, ?⃗? = 𝑝(cos 𝜗 , sin 𝜗), counted from the nearest BZ corner. For a 
monolayer 𝜑 = 𝜗, for gapless bilayer graphene it would be 𝜑 = 2𝜗 for A/B’ sublattices 
supporting low-energy bands.   
Electron tunneling from one graphene layer to another requires a correlation between 
the two components of the wavefunction in both layers.  In effect, this projects the 
wavefunction in the graphene emitter and collector onto evanescent waves in the 
barrier space between two 2D-crystals (in case of BLG we project only the 
wavefunctions located on the layer closest to the hBN tunneling barrier). The projected 
states are composed of two sublattice components in the emitter and collector.  As a 
result, momentum-dependent constructive (e(c)=0) or destructive (e(c)=) interference 
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between sublattice components is governed by |𝜓𝐴 + 𝜓𝐵|
2 ∝ 1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑒(𝑐), for the states 
both in emitter (e) and collector (c)  and manifests itself in the tunneling 
characteristics I(Vb). Because the magnetic field selects the pairs of particular plane 
wave states probed by tunneling at a particular gate or bias voltage (Fig. 4, A and B), the 
measured asymmetry provides a direct visualization of the pseudospin polarization of 
the Dirac fermions.  
In the presence of the magnetic field, each resonance peak represents tunneling from a 
particular corner of the BZ. This allows us to inject electrons with a particular valley 
polarization, and from a selected corner of the BZ.  We use the experimental parameters 
to calculate the amount of polarization achieved in our experiment (Fig. 3, J and M), and 
estimate that the valley polarization, 𝑃 = (𝐼𝐾 − 𝐼𝐾′)/(𝐼𝐾 + 𝐼𝐾′) (where 𝐼𝐾(𝐼𝐾′) is the 
current injected into the K(K’) valley) can be as high as 30% (40%) for the particular 
Gr/3hBN/Gr (Gr/5hBN/BGr) devices. The main limit to the degree of polarization is the 
energy broadening of states at the Fermi levels caused by inelastic tunneling processes. 
However, even for the current level of disorder, utilizing the resonances at around 
Vb0V (e.g. resonances marked by yellow dashed lines on Fig. 2D at Vg>50V) which 
maximizes the number of states participating in tunneling and sensitive to magnetic 
field, a polarization close to 75% could be achieved(22). Using devices with smaller 
misalignment between the graphene electrodes (of order of 0.2, now within the reach 
of the current technology (22)) valley polarization close to 100% is possible(22). 
The same mechanism can also be used to select electrons with a particular pseudospin 
polarization. In Fig. 4, C-R we present results of a calculation of the contribution of 
different electronic states in k-space to the tunnel current for the Gr/3hBN/Gr (Fig. 4C-
I) and Gr/5hBN/BGr (Fig. 4, J-R) devices. We choose the position of the Fermi levels in 
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the emitter and collector to be very close to a resonance at B=0T. Then, for certain 
directions of B, the resonant conditions are achieved only in one valley and for only a 
very narrow distribution in k-space (Fig. 4, G-I). Tunneling of the electrons from other 
parts of k-space is prohibited either because they are off-resonance or because of the 
pseudospin selection rule. Alternatively, for the Gr/5hBN/BGr device and exploiting the 
difference in curvature of monolayer and bilayer electronic bands, we can choose the 
overlap between the bands in such a way that the magnetic field reduces the overlap in 
one valley and increases it for the other (Fig. 4, M-R). In this case momentum 
conservation at B=0T is fulfilled for the states marked by white dashed lines, Fig. 4O. 
However only one of those lines contributes to tunneling, due to pseudospin 
interference (Fig. 4, M and N). 
Our technique, which enables tunneling of valley-polarized electrons in monolayer and 
bilayer graphene, also allows one to inject selectively carriers propagating in the same 
direction and to probe pseudospin-polarized quasiparticles. In principle, the technique 
can be extended to tunneling devices in which surface states of topological insulators 
are used as electrodes; then all-electrical injection of spin-polarized current(28) using 
non-invasive tunneling contacts could reveal a number of exciting phenomena(29-31). 
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Fig.1. Device schematics, band structure and chiral composition of the wavefunction. (A) Schematic 
diagram of Si/SiO2/Gr/hBN/Gr device (dark blue hexagonal layers are graphene electrodes, light blue – 
hBN, purple – Si/SiO2 back gate). Gate voltage Vg is applied between the bottom graphene and Si 
substrate. (B) Two corners of the BZ (full BZ is shown in (E)) schematically demonstrating the Fermi 
surfaces for emitter (blue circles) and collector (red circles). Yellow arrows mark the states in the emitter 
when the components of the wavefunction on the two sublattices are in-phase (shown in (C)). (C) Real-
space distribution of the real part of the wavefunction on the A and B sublattices. The two components of 
the wavefunction are in-phase. (D) Schematic representation of the interference of the two-component 
wavefunction of graphene electron at the given distance above the graphene layer when the electron is 
taken away from graphene. The original electron state at z=0 is as in (C). (E) Small-angle rotational 
misalignment between the two graphene crystals leads to a small momentum mismatch between the two 
band structures in the reciprocal space. (F) Same as (B). Yellow arrows mark the states in the emitter 
when the components of the wavefunction on the two sublattices are out-of-phase (shown in (G)). (G) 
Real-space distribution of the real part of the wavefunction on the A and B sublattices. The two 
components of the wavefunction are out-of-phase. (H) Same as in (D), but when the original electron state 
at z=0 is as in (G). Colour scales for (C,D,G,H) are the same. 
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Fig. 2. Tunneling characteristics of our devices. (A, B) Relative position of the bands and the Fermi 
levels in the two graphene electrodes rotated by a small angle with respect to each other for conditions 
highlighted by yellow (A) and red (B) dashed lines in (D). Red dashed lines in (D) are also marked by red 
arrows for clarity. (C,D) Experimental (C) and simulated (D) tunneling characteristics for a Gr/3hBN/Gr 
device with the graphene electrodes misaligned by 1.8. The red cross in (C) marks the Vb and Vg used for 
the calculations of chirality polarization in Fig. 4, C-I. The blue lines in (D,H) mark the conditions when the 
Fermi level in one of the electrodes passes through the Dirac point where the DoS is zero which leads to 
the suppression of tunneling conductance. (E,F) Relative position of the bands and the Fermi levels in the 
Gr and BGr electrodes rotated by a small angle with respect to each other for the resonant conditions 
highlighted by red (E) and black (F) dashed lines in (H). (E) – the low energy subband in the valence band 
in bilayer graphene touches the graphene cone. (F) – the higher energy subband in the valence band in 
bilayer graphene touches the graphene cone.   (G, H) Experimental (G) and simulated (H) tunneling 
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characteristics for a Gr/5hBN/BGr device with the graphene electrodes misaligned by 0.5 (a small part of 
the sample is misaligned by 3, which explains some of the weaker features). The yellow dashed lines 
mark the resonance when the Fermi level in monolayer graphene touches the bottom (top) of the 
conduction (valence) band in the bilayer graphene. The red cross in (G) marks the Vb and Vg used for the 
calculations of chirality polarization in Fig. 4(M-R). 
 
 
Fig. 3. Magnetotunneling characteristics of studied devices. (A) Schematic representation of the BZ 
for the emitter (blue) and collector (red) graphene electrodes rotated by a small angle with respect to 
each other. Circles represent the Fermi surfaces in the two graphene layers. (B) As (A) but with increased 
Fermi level in the emitter, which induces resonant condition of the type presented in Fig. 2A for all 6 
corners of the BZ simultaneously. (C) Resonance in dI/dVb corresponding to (B).  (D) As (A), but with B 
applied parallel to graphene layers. The Lorentz force leads to an additional momentum acquired by 
electrons when tunneling from the emitter to the collector, which can be represented by a relative shift of 
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the two BZ by the vector ∆𝑝 (grey – the BZ in B=0, blue – in finite B). This can bring different corners of 
the BZ into resonance, depending on . (E) As (D) but at different doping (increased Fermi level in the 
emitter), which brings a different corner of the BZ into resonance. (F) The resonant peak in dI/dVb splits 
into 6 peaks in finite magnetic field (red curve), each corresponding to a resonance that occurs in each 
corner of the BZ (green and blue curves for K and K’ valleys respectively). Examples for particular 
resonant conditions for two corners of the BZ are shown in (D) and (E).  (G) Conductance of the 
Gr/5hBN/BGr device at Vg=-45V for B = 0T (blue) and 30T for α increasing from 0° in 5° steps (black to 
red). Note that some minima (marked by short blue arrows) are split by the magnetic field (black 
arrows), see enlarged inset. (H,I). dG/dVb vs Vb and α for the Gr/3hBN/Gr device with Vg=20V. (K,L). 
dG/dVb vs Vb and α for Gr/5hBN/BGr device with Vg=60V. Panels (H) and (K) – experimental data; (I) and 
(L) – theory. The six black, grey and white lines in (H) and (K) are guides to the eye and mark the position 
of the resonances for the six corners of the BZ. (J,M) Calculated valley polarisation of tunneling current for 
Gr/3hBN/Gr (J) and Gr/5hBN/BGr (M) devices. Note different colour scale for Vb<0.5V and Vb>0.5V in (J). 
 
 
FIG. 4. Calculated tunneling of chirality-polarized electrons.  (A) Schematic representation of a 
resonant condition for tunneling between two graphene electrodes in a magnetic field. The gradient 
coloring of the Fermi surface in the collector represents a particular phase difference  between the 
wavefunction components (green: π, red: . Similar coloring for the emitter is omitted for simplicity. 
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(B) As (A) but for a different orientation of magnetic field. States with different  than in (A) are now in 
resonance. (C) Contribution of different states in the K’-valley of the graphene emitter to the current for 
the Gr/3hBN/Gr device with Vb=0.13V, Vg=20V and B=0T (marked by a red cross in Fig. 2C) for the case of 
infinitely short elastic scattering time (inelastic tunneling). States with all orientations of momentum 
contribute equally to tunneling. The situation in the K valley is the same, and the colour scale is enhanced 
by ×10 compared to (H,I). (D) Relative position of the Fermi energies in the two graphene electrodes for 
Vb=0.13V and Vg=20V at B=0T. (E-F) The contribution of different states in the K-valley or K'-valley of the 
graphene emitter to the current for the conditions presented in (D). No resonant conditions are achieved, 
so the small current observed in (E, F) is a consequence of  the energy broadening of states (colour scale 
enhanced by ×10 compared to (H,I)).  (G-I) similar to (D-F) except with B=30T. Resonant conditions are 
now achieved in the K'-valley only (depicted in G), which is reflected by the current distribution in (I). (J-
R) Similar to (A-I) except for the Gr/5hBN/BGr device at Vb=0.045V and Vg=-30V (marked by a red cross 
in Fig. 2G), with either B=0T (J,K,M,N,O) or B=30T (L,P,Q,R). There is no enhancement of the color scale 
between (J,M,N) and (P,Q). The resonant states in (O,R) are highlighted in using dashed white lines. Only 
one of the two lines of resonant states in (O) produces a visible contribution to the tunneling current 
(M,N). This can be traced using the phase information in (K): for the lower intersection of the two Fermi 
lines the interference between wavefunction components is destructive (green).  
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1 Device fabrication
Aligned tunnel transistors were fabricated using the standard dry transfer/peel off
technique (16, 32, 33). Optical micrographs showing the device fabrication steps are
displayed in Fig. S1. Relatively thick substrate hBN (≈ 30 nm) was first exfoliated on
Ar+O2 plasma cleaned SiO2/Si substrate. Mono- and bi- layers of graphene obtained
by mechanical exfoliation and having well defined long straight edges with multiple of
30◦ were used in device preparation. Monolayer graphene was transferred onto a
hBN/SiO2/Si substrate followed by a tunnel hBN (≈ 3 - 5 layers) and then mono- or
bilayer graphene was transferred on top of the stack. The bottom and top graphene
edges were carefully aligned to multiples of 30◦ (while keeping hBN layers misaligned
at ≈ 10− 15◦ to avoid band reconstruction due to moire´ superlattice). Since there is an
uncertainty whether aligned edges are of the same nature (zigzag or armchair), about
50% of our transistors were aligned and showed resonant behavior. Finally the device
was covered by relatively thick (≈ 30 nm) layer of hBN. To summarize, the stack
consists of Si/ 300 nm SiO2/ 30 nm hBN/ monolayer Gr/ tunnel hBN/ (B)Gr / 30 nm
hBN. This method of dry peeling of flakes for transfer ensures the minimum PMMA
contamination introduced in the layers. The entire stack was annealed at 300◦C for
3hrs in Ar+H2 atmosphere to remove the bubbles.
Side contacts to the top and bottom graphene layers were made using standard electron
beam lithography, reactive ion etching and lift off processes. To make the side contacts,
contact regions were defined by electron beam exposure and were etched in a reactive
ion etching chamber using CHF3 and O2 mixture. Finally Cr/Au (3 nm/60 nm) contacts
were deposited using electron beam induced deposition and lifted off in acetone.
2 Transport measurements
In order to perform measurements in in-plane magnetic fields, a device was glued with
silver paste to an L-shaped brass holder and then bonded to a chip carrier (LCC). LCC
was then mounted in a rotating insert fitted to a 4He-cryostat. We use resistive
electromagnets (within European Magnetic Field Laboratory facilities in Grenoble and
Nijmegen) for measurements in ≈ 30 Tesla magnetic fields parallel to graphene
crystals. Differential conductance was measured employing low-frequency lock-in
technique. Small ac excitation (typically 1 mV) was mixed with dc bias via resistive
voltage divider and applied to the top graphene layer, ac current from the bottom
graphene layer was then amplified by low-noise current preamplifier SR570 (served as
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Figure S1: Optical micrographs showing the device fabrication steps: (a) bottom mono-
layer graphene (bottom Gr) is transferred on top of the substrate hBN; (b) hBN tunnel
barrier is transferred on top of the bottom graphene; (c) top bilayer graphene (top BGr)
is transferred on the tunnel hBN barrier and then the entire device is encapsulated with
top hBN; (d) developed PMMA mask for 1D contacts etching and metalization; (e) Fi-
nal device. (f) Enlargement of (c) displaying the alignment of crystal axes of the two
graphene flakes, resulting in their bandstructures being aligned to within a small angle
in K-space. The white spots are bubbles under the top hBN, which do not influence the
electronic quality of the major heterostructure.
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virtual ground) and measured with standard lock-in SR830. When necessary, both ac
and dc voltage signals were also measured across the tunnel junction.
3 Model of the tunneling current in Gr/hBN/Gr and Gr/hBN/BGr devices
Here we describe the calculation of the tunneling for low-energy electrons between
graphene layers in Gr/hBN/Gr and Gr/hBN/BGr devices, following models developed
in Refs. (16, 34, 27) and similar theories in Refs. (35, 36, 37, 38, 39). First we present
the Hamiltonians used to describe the electronic structure of an isolated Gr/BGr flake,
and then, describe the tunneling between them. For an isolated Gr flake on either the
bottom/top (l = B/T ) of a Gr/hBN/Gr stack, or on the bottom (l = B) of a
Gr/hBN/BGr stack we use the Dirac Hamiltonian,
HGrl = v
(
0 pˆi†
pˆi 0
)
, (S.1)
written in a basis of Bloch wavefunctions (|φAl,ξ〉,|φBl,ξ〉) on the A/B graphene
sublattices, v = 6.6 eVA˚ is the Dirac velocity, ~ = 1, and pˆi = ξkxl + ik
y
l is written
using the wavevector ~kl = (kxl , k
y
l ) measured from either the K (ξ = 1) or K
′
(ξ = −1) Brillouin corner. For the isolated BGr flake on the top (l = T ) of a
Gr/hBN/BGr stack we use (40, 41),
HBGrl =

∆
2
vpˆi† −v4pˆi† v3pˆi†
vpˆi ∆
2
γ1 −v4pˆi†
−v4pˆi γ1 −∆2 vpˆi†
v3pˆi
† −v4pˆi vpˆi −∆2
 , (S.2)
which is written in a basis of Bloch wavefunctions (|φA′l,ξ〉, |φB′l,ξ〉,|φAl,ξ〉,|φBl,ξ〉) on the
A/B sublattices of the upper (primed) and lower (un-primed) layers of the BGr flake.
Here, v3 = 0.67 eVA˚ and v4 = 0.32 eVA˚ are produced by the interlayer “skew”
hopping of electrons with in the BGr flake, and create trigonal warping and
electron-hole asymmetry in the BGr band structure (41). Also, the interlayer energy
difference, ∆, is produced by electric fields in the device (see section S4), and creates
a band gap. To simplify the description of the tunneling between the two Gr/BGr
flakes, we take the crystallographic directions of the hBN layer to be highly misaligned
from both Gr/BGr layers. Then, any Bragg scattering (processes involving a hBN
reciprocal lattice vector) is unable to transfer low-energy electrons between the
vicinity of the Brillouin zone corners on the two layers, and would instead result in
scattering to high-energy regions of graphene’s Brillouin zone (||  |µT |, |µB|) that
do not contribute to tunneling. Because of this, we replace the hBN layer with a
structureless “jelly” insulator. Then, we assume that the tunneling matrix element is
controlled by the overlap between the tails of the carbon Pz orbitals on the two layers.
For a Gr/hBN/BGr device we only account for the tunneling of electrons into the
lowest layer of the BGr flake (i.e the layer closest to the Gr), due to the exponential
decay of the wavefunction overlaps with the increased distance to the further graphene
layer of the BGr. Using this, the matrix element for an electron to tunnel between
states with particular band indexes, sB/T , and wavevectors, ~kB/T , is
M ξ~kT ,~kB
= ~χ†T,ξ t
(〈φAT,ξ|φAB,ξ〉 〈φAT,ξ|φBB,ξ〉
〈φBT,ξ|φAB,ξ〉 〈φBT,ξ|φBB,ξ〉
)
~χB,ξ, (S.3)
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where t is a hopping integral depending on the thickness of the hBN layer. For Gr,
~χl,ξ = (χ
A
l,ξ, χ
B
l,ξ) is the normalized eigenvector of Hamiltonian (S.1) describing the
tunneling electron, and can be written ~χl,ξ = 1√2(1, ξsle
iξϑ~kl ), using sl = ± as a band
index and ϑ~kl = arctan(k
y
l /k
x
l ). For BGr, ~χT,ξ = (χ
A
T,ξ, χ
B
T,ξ) is the two component
vector formed from the lower two components of the normalized eigenvectors of
Hamiltonian (S.2) (i.e. wavefunction components on the layer of the BGr closest to the
Gr). The Bloch wavefunctions, φil,ξ, on the i = A/B sublattice of a Gr layer, or the
lower layer of the BGr are written,
φ
i=A/B
l,ξ (~r, z) =
31/4a√
2L
∑
~Rl
ei(
~Kl,ξ+~kl)·(~Rl+~τ il )ψl(~r − ~Rl − ~τ il , z), (S.4)
where ψl are the carbon Pz orbitals and L2 is the area of the flake. For the bottom layer,
~RB are the lattice positions, ~τAB = (0, a/
√
3) and ~τBB = (0,−a/
√
3) are the nearest
neighbor vectors, a is the lattice constant, and ~KB,ξ = (ξ 4pi3a , 0) is the valley center.
Corresponding quantities on the top layer are rotated by the misalignment angle θ. To
evaluate the overlap integrals in Eq. (S.3) we rewrite Bloch wavefunctions (S.4) using
the in-plane Fourier transform of the Pz orbitals, ψˆl(~q, z),
φil,ξ(~r) =
4× 31/4pi
a
√
6L
∑
~gl
ψˆl( ~Kl,ξ + ~gl + ~kl, z)e
i( ~Kl,ξ+~gl+~kl)·~re−i~gl·~τ
i
l , (S.5)
where ~gl are the reciprocal lattice vectors of graphene layer l. Using this we obtain,
t〈φiT |φjB〉 =
∑
~gT ,~gB
Γ~gT ,~gBδ(~gT +
~KT,ξ − ~gB − ~KB,ξ + ~kT − ~kB)ei~gT ·~τ iT e−i~gB ·~τ
j
B
Γ~gT ,~gB ≈
32pi4t√
3a2L2
∫
dz ψˆ∗T ( ~KT,ξ + ~gT , z)ψˆB( ~KB,ξ + ~gB, z) (S.6)
The approximation in the second line used the fact that |~gT |, |~gB| ≈ a−1, where as
only states with ~kl  a−1 contribute to the tunneling process. For the same reason, we
must also select ~gT = ~gB (up to rotation by θ) in the sum in the first line so that the
Dirac-delta function can be satisfied. Next, we use the fact that the separation between
the Gr/BGr flakes is considerably larger than the Bohr radius of the carbon Pz orbitals.
Because of this, ψˆl(~q, z) decays rapidly for |~q|  | ~K| at distances z comparable to the
separation between layers, so that we retain only those three terms for which
| ~KB,ξ + ~gB| = | ~KB,ξ|. Using this in Eq. S.3 we obtain,
M ξ~kT ,~kB
= Γ~0,~0
∑
n=0,1,2
δ(~kT + ∆~Kn,ξ + ∆~p− ~kB)gT (~kT )gB(~kB), (S.7)
gl(~kl) = (χ
A
l,ξ + χ
B
l,ξe
−iξ 2pin
3 ),
where,
∆~Kn,ξ = ξR 2pi
3
n[Rθ − 1] ~KB,ξ, (S.8)
is written using the anticlockwise rotation matrix Rφ and represents the k-space shift
between the six (ξ=±, n=0, 1, 2) corners of the first Brillouin Zones on the two
layers caused by their misalignment. Also, the term
∆~p = edhBN~lz × ~B‖ (S.9)
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has been included into the Dirac-delta function to account for the Lorentz boost
(19, 20) produced by the magnetic field. Here e is the electron charge, and
dhBN = 1.4nm for the Gr/hBN/Gr device or dhBN = 2nm for the Gr/hBN/BGr device is
the thickness of the hBN layers separating the Gr/BGr electrodes.
We treat the tunneling perturbatively to obtain the expression for the tunneling current
(42, 43),
I =
gseL
4
(2pi)5
∑
sB ,sT ,ξ
∫
d~kBd~kTd |M ξ~kT ,~kB |
2A(~kB, )A(~kT , − u)[fB()− fT (− u)].
(S.10)
Here gs = 2 is the spin degeneracy, fB/T are the Fermi occupancy factors, and u is the
band offset between the two layers (see section S2). Also
A(~kl, ) =
2γl
(− l)2 + γ2l
(S.11)
is the spectral function, with l the appropriate eigenvalue of Hamiltonian (S.1) or
(S.2), sB/T is the band index (summed over all eigenvalues), and γl is the inelastic
electron life-time.
For the Gr/hBN/Gr device we calculate the inelastic electron life-time,
γl = ImΣe-e + ImΣe-ph, using the imaginary parts of the retarded self-energies of the
RPA-screened Coulomb interaction, calculated following the prescriptions in
Refs. (44, 45), and the emission of phonons from the highest optical branches at the K
(46, 47) and Γ-points (46, 48). However, we found that the best match between theory
and experiment (used throughout) was obtained by doubling the level broadening
calculated using the above-described method. We attribute this to the fact that the
inelastic relaxation of hot carriers may involve cold electrons in both the collector and
emitter. For the Gr/hBN/BGr device we simply take
γT/B = 0.03|T/B − µT/B|+ 2 meV, which was chosen for a good fit to the
experiment, and to mimic the expected increase in level broadening away from the
Fermi energy, µT/B, in the appropriate layer.
To simplify the numerical evaluation of Eq. (S.10) (except in Fig. 4 of the main text
where numerical integration over  is used), we use the Dirac-delta function in
Eq. (S.7) to evaluate the integral over ~kT and approximate γT/B  eVb in the integral
over  to obtain,
I =
gseL
6Γ2~0,~0
(2pi)3
∑
sB ,sT ,ξ,n
∫
d~kB
Im
pi
|gT (~kB −∆~Kn,ξ −∆~p)gB(~kB)|2
(T + u− B)− i(γB + γT ) [fB(B)− fT (B − u)].
(S.12)
The factors gl(~kl) in Eq. (S.12) encode the interference of wavefunction amplitudes on
the A/B sublattices. This interference is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (C,G) of the
main text, which displays the real part of the wavefunction overlapped with a plane
wave, e−i ~K·~r(χAl,ξφ
A
l,+ + χ
B
l,ξφ
B
l,+), χ
A
l,ξ = 1/
√
2, for either χBl,ξ = 1/
√
2 (constructive
interference), or χBl,ξ = −1/
√
2 (destructive interference). Fig. 1 (D,H) of the main text
displays the interference of spherical waves centered on the A/B sites in (C,G) as a
function of distance from the graphene layer.
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4 Electrostatic model for Gr/hBN/Gr and Gr/hBN/BGr devices
We describe the electrostatic properties of the devices using a three-plate capacitor
model, consisting of the doped n-Si back gate and the two Gr/BGr electrodes. Based
on this model (23) we derive the following pair of simultaneous equations,
eVb =
e2
hBN0
dhBNnT + µT − µB,
eVg =
−e2
Si00
dSi0(nB + nT )− µB. (S.13)
Here 0 is the vacuum permittivity, we use hBN ≈ 3.2 and SiO ≈ 3.9 for the dielectric
constants of hexagonal boron nitride and silicon oxide, dSiO ≈ 300 nm is the oxide
thickness to the n-Si backgate, nT/B and µT/B is the carrier density and chemical
potential on the top/bottom electrode, and the band offset is obtained using
u = e2dhBNnT/(hBN0).
For the Gr/hBN/Gr device at zero magnetic field, we use
nT/B = sign(µT/B)
µ2T/B
piv2
,
and solve equations (S.13) numerically for µB and µT . When the Gr/hBN/Gr device is
placed in a rotating magnetic field (Fig. 3 H of the main text), we notice the presence
of a feature at Vb ≈ 0.26V (corresponding to electrostatic conditions for which
µB ≈ 0) which varies with the orientation of the magnetic field, α, with a periodicity
of pi. This is attributed to the presence of a finite out-of-plane component of the
magnetic field B⊥ ∝ sin(α + δα) created by a slight misalignment of the device in the
sample holder. We incorporated this into the theoretical model by including the effect
of Landau level formation on the carrier density. For a pristine graphene flake, a
perpendicular magnetic field quenches the density of states into a series of Dirac
delta-function like peaks at the energy of each Landau level (49),
m = sign(m)v
√
2|meB⊥|.
Here we account for a small Gaussian broadening, σ, in each Landau level so that the
carrier density reads,
n(µT/B) =
gsgvB⊥
φ0
∞∑
m=−∞
∫ µT/B
0
d
1√
2piσ
e−(−m)
2/(2σ2)
=
gsgvB⊥
2φ0
∞∑
m=−∞
[
erf
(
m√
2σ
)
− erf
(
m − µT/B√
2σ
)]
,
where gsgvB⊥
φ0
is the capacity of each Landau level to hold electrons, φ0 = h/|e| is the
flux quanta, gsgv = 4 the spin-valley degeneracy, and we use σ = 5 meV, a maximum
perpendicular field of 0.5T (corresponding to a missorientation of the magnetic field of
approximate 1◦), and δα = −40◦ to model the experimental data.
For the Gr/hBN/BGr device we use nB = sign(µB)µ2B/(piv
2) for the bottom electrode,
but must calculate nT = nT (µT ,∆) numerically from Hamiltonian (S.2) as a function
of µT and ∆ (setting v3 = v4 = 0 here for simplicity). The bandgap is obtained
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self-consistently using the three plate capacitor model, where we also account for the
screening of the gap caused by the redistribution of the the BGr wavefunction between
the two BGr layers in response to the gap itself. Approximating |∆|  γ1, and using
Ref. (40) we find,
∆ =
e2d′
0
nT
2
(
1 +
Λv2pi|nT |
γ21
− Λ
2
log
(
v2pi|nT |
γ21
))−1
(S.14)
where d′ = 3.4 A˚ is the interlayer distance within the BGr, and
Λ = e2γ1d
′/(2piv20) ≈ 1 controls the effectiveness of the screening (40). Note that
for Λ = 0 the electron density nT is equally distributed between the layers of BGr so
that the expression (S.14) is reduced to ∆ = e
2d′
0
nT
2
. We take Λ = 1 and solve
equations (S.13) and (S.14) numerically for µB, µT , and ∆.
5 Calculated dI/dVb maps of Gr/hBN/BGr devices
To mimic the supposed presence of two regions with different misalignment angles
with in the active area of the Gr/hBN/BGr device, we modeled the total tunneling
current by summing the currents obtained using misalignment angles θ = 0.5◦ and
θ = −3.1◦. The I-V characteristics produced by these two angles are displayed
separately in Figs. S2 and S3, which also highlights the various band alignments
responsible for characteristic features. Notice that there is a window of small voltages
|Vb| . 0.4 V, |Vg| . 50 V for which the modeled tunneling current is produced entirely
by the θ = 0.5◦ region of the device. It is this range of voltages which produces the
best agreement between theoretically calculated and experiment measured currents.
6 dG/dVb map at Vg = −45V
Figure S4 displays an additional example of a dG/dVb map for the Gr/hBN/BGr
device discussed in the main text, measured or calculated for gate voltage Vg = −45V .
7 Detection of the effects of chirality
In equation (S.12), the sublattice composition of the electron wavefunction is encoded
in the “chirality factors”, |gT/B|2. A color map of these factors is overlayed on the
bandstructures of Gr and BGr in Fig. S5 A. In this section we show further proof of
our ability to identify features in the dG/dVb maps caused by these factors by
comparing the experimental data with the calculated version using either the full
chirality factors, or by setting them to a constant gB/T = 1.
This analysis is simplest for the Gr/hBN/Gr device. Here any observed asymmetry
under reflecting α→ −α in the dG/dVb maps must be caused by the chirality factors,
as these are the only factors in Eq. (S.12) which are sensitive to the direction (rather
than just the magnitude) of ∆~Kn,ξ + ∆~p. In particular, when the bands are aligned as
per Fig. 2 B of the main text, the rotation of ∆~p systematically pushes the resonant
tunneling states to regions of the Dirac cones for which the chirality factors enhance or
suppress the tunneling. As a result, the corresponding feature in the dG/dVb map
(found at Vb ≈ 0.8V in Fig. 3 H,I of the main text) displays a weak α→ −α
asymmetry. In contrast, when the chirality factors are set to a constant value, Fig. S5
B, there is perfect α→ −α symmetry.
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Figure S2: Differential tunnel conductance calculated for Gr/5hBN/BGr device with
misalignment angle 0.5◦. Various resonances are highlighted on the map and schemat-
ically plotted on the cartoons. In the cartoons monolayer graphene is shown in red,
bilayer graphene - in blue, their respective Fermi levels are shown as red and blue hori-
zontal dashed lines.
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Figure S3: Differential tunnel conductance calculated for Gr/5hBN/BGr device with
misalignment angle -3.1◦. Various resonances are highlighted on the map and schemat-
ically plotted on the cartoons. In the cartoons monolayer graphene is shown in red,
bilayer graphene - in blue, their respective Fermi levels are shown as red and blue hori-
zontal dashed lines.
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Figure S4: The dG/dVb map for the Gr/hBN/BGr device discussed in the main text,
either measured (A) or calculated (B) for gate voltage Vg = −45V and B = 30 T.
For the Gr/hBN/BGr device the α→ −α asymmetry is far more striking. However, for
BGr there is a non-negligible trigonal warping of the bandstructure, which can produce
a α→ −α asymmetry in a similar manner to the chirality factors. To discriminate
between these two effects, Fig. S5 (C-E) and (F-H) display dG/dVb maps calculated
for gate voltages Vg = 60V and Vg = −45V , using either (i) constant chirality factors,
(ii) the absence of trigonal warping, or (iii) both constant chirality factors and no
trigonal warping. In particular, the feature displaying very strong α→ −α asymmetry,
found between Vb = 0 and 0.25 V at Vg = 60V (Fig. 3 K,L of the main text), occurs at
gate and bias voltages which are approximately inverted compared to the feature
between Vb = −0.25 and −0.05 V at Vg = −45V (Fig. S4). Thus, while the feature in
the Vg = 60V map is produced by the onset of resonant tunneling in the valence band,
the feature in the Vg = −45V map is produced by a similar resonant onset but in the
conduction band. This results in the trigonal warping breaking the α→ −α symmetry
in the opposite manner for the two features, which is highlighted by the dashed arrows
in Figs. S5 C,F. In contrast, the chirality factors break the α→ −α symmetry in the
same manner in both cases (see dashed arrows in Figs. S5 D,G), resulting in a
competition between the two effects for the discussed feature at Vg = −45V . By
comparing these images with the corresponding experimentally measured maps, it is
clear that both effects are resolved and that the symmetry breaking effect of chirality is
the strongest (in Fig. S4 A the α→ −α symmetry is broken in the manner determined
by the chirality factors rather than trigonal warping).
8 Maximum obtainable valley polarization
Here we study the valley polarization for a device with two monolayer graphene
electrodes, since this crystal has a steeper energy dispersion than bilayer graphene and,
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Figure S5: The effects of chirality on the tunneling current (A) A color map of the
chirality factors of Gr (left) and BGr (right) overlayed on their bandstructures. This
image was produced for the ξ = 1, j = 0 Brillouin zone corner using a gap of ∆ =
+0.1 eV for BGr. Corresponding images for different Brillouin zone corners can be
obtained by 60◦ rotations. (B) The dG/dVb map for Gr/hBN/Gr calculated using the
same parameters as Fig. 3 I of the main text, but setting |gB/T | = 1. (C-E) The dG/dVb
map for the Gr/hBN/BGr device at Vg = 60V calculated using the same parameters
as Fig. 3 L of the main text, but either setting |gB/T | = 1 (C), v3 = v4 = 0 (D),
or |gB/T | = 1 and v3 = v4 = 0 (E). (F-H) The same as (C-E) except calculated for
Vg = −45V using the same parameters as Fig. S4 B.
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consequently, a given Lorentz boost of momentum can result in a greater shift in the
resonant tunneling conditions and a correspondingly greater valley polarization. For
this system valley polarization typically increases with the dimensionless ratio
x = v|∆~p|/γ, where γ = 〈γT + γB〉 is the typical lifetime broadening for the states
involved in tunneling. As a result, one strategy to maximize the valley polarization is
to tune the device parameters so that features in the tunneling current occur at low bias
voltages where γ is expected to be reduced.
To estimate the maximum obtainable valley polarization for a fixed ratio x, we retain
only the Lorentzian factor from Eq. (S.12) and focus on conditions expected to
maximize the valley polarization, so that we take the tunneling current generated in the
vicinity of Brillouin zone corner (n, ξ) as
In,ξ ∼ γ
∆2n,ξ + γ
2
. (S.15)
Here ∆n,ξ = v|~kn,ξ + ∆~p|, and ~kn,ξ = ξR2pin/3~kn=0,ξ=1 is the wavevector for a small
patch of k-space assumed to be responsible for the maximum valley polarization (Rφ is
the rotation matrix). Then, valley polarization is,
P =
IK − IK′
IK − IK′ =
2x3X3 sin(3φ)
(x2 + 1)3 +X6 + 3X4 + 3 (x2 + 1)X2
. (S.16)
where IK =
∑
n=0,1,2 In,ξ=1 and IK′ =
∑
n=0,1,2 In,ξ=−1 are the currents produced in
the K and K ′ valleys, X = v|~k0,1|/γ, φ is the angle between ∆~p and ~k0,1. An upper
limit on the valley polarization,
Pmax =
x3√
x2 + 1 (x2 + 4)
. (S.17)
is obtained for X =
√
1 + x2 and φ = −pi/2.
In Fig. S6, Pmax is shown using a solid red line. This is compared to the valley
polarizations, calculated numerically using Eq. (S.12) for the Gr/hBN/Gr device
discussed in the main text with B = 30 T (and using γB + γT to vary x). Here blue
dots are used for Vg = −20 V, Vb ≈ 0.13 V and red dots for Vg = −20 V, Vb ≈ 0.74 V,
which approximately correspond to band alignments displayed in the blue and purple
panels on the right (the exact value of Vb was allowed to vary slightly to find a local
maxima in P but Vg was fixed to the value used in Fig 3K of the main text). For these
conditions the obtained valley polarization is lower than the maximum Pmax but
nevertheless saturates at 100% valley polarization as x→∞. To obtain valley
polarization approaching Pmax the device parameters must be carefully tuned. For
example, for a device with misalignment angle θ = 0.2◦ (red dots) the Lorentz boost
from a 30 T magnetic field fully compensates for the misalignment angle for one of the
Brillouin zone corners only, to produce strong valley polarization (e.g P ≈ 85% for
x = 7).
9 Comparison of aligned and non-aligned tunnel transistors
Fig. S7 compares the characteristics of two Gr/hBN/Gr tunneling transistors: the one
where two graphene layers are rotationally misaligned by a large angle of > 10◦
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Figure S6: The valley polarization, P , as a function of x = v|∆~p|/γ, showing Pmax
(solid red line), and the numerically calculated valley polarization (blue, purple and red
dots) for the three situations displayed in the blue, purple and red boxed panels on the
right (see text). For comparison, vertical blue and purple dashed lines display the values
of x calculated for Vb = 0.13 V or Vb = 0.74 V with Vg = −20 V and B = 30 T using
the calculation of the electron lifetime described in supplementary section S3.
(Fig. S7 E), and the one with two graphenes crystallographically aligned within ≈ 2◦
(Fig. S7 F). In both cases graphene layers were misaligned with respect to both hBN
substrate and spacer.
Two features are very similar for both devices: the two intersecting blue lines showing
the condition of the Fermi level passing through the Dirac point in one of the layers
Fig. S7 B. Here the vanishing density of states leads to a reduced tunnel conductance.
This feature does not rely on the momentum conservation and thus it appears in both
aligned and non-aligned devices.
The most important and the most obvious difference between aligned and non-aligned
tunnel transistors is the absence of negative differential conductance (NDC) in
non-aligned case. While for aligned sample the NDC regions are prominent (see Fig
2C of the main text), we never observed NDC in nonaligned samples. Apart from the
main resonance the onsets of four other resonances are noticeable (i.e. yellow lines on
Fig. S7, F). These mark the transition from non-resonant to resonant tunneling
(schematically shown on Fig. S7 C). Another strong difference is the presence of
phonon-assisted tunneling seen as vertical (independent of Vg) white stripes on the
conductance map of a non-aligned sample (marked by green line on Fig. S7 E). This is
because in non-aligned samples the large mismatch of in-plane momentum between
the top and bottom graphene layers has to be compensated for tunneling electrons.
Emitting a phonon of specific energy ~ω provides the matching momentum for the
tunneling electron and thus the momentum conservation is relaxed (Fig. S7 A). More
details about phonon assisted tunneling in non-aligned samples can be found
elsewhere (24, 25, 26).
10 Devices with nearly-perfectly aligned graphene electrodes
Fig. S8 presents a conductance map for a device with nearly perfectly aligned
graphene electrodes, Fig. S8 A (alignment better than 0.1◦). It resembles closely the
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theoretically calculated conductance map for a device with perfect alignment, Fig. S8
B. Small differences are due to small, unintentional doping of one of the graphene
electrodes. One can see that different resonances described above are collapsed into a
single one, which is located close to Vb = 0 V. Unfortunately devices with zero
misalignment do not offer a possibility to arrange valley or pseudospin polarization in
magnetic field, Fig S9.
Figure S7: Tunnelling conductance maps (dI/dVb vs bias voltage, Vb, and gate volt-
age, Vg) for non-aligned (E) and aligned (F) tunnel transistors, measured at 2K. Color
scheme is the same for both panels: white to blue is 0µS to +5µS. The lines on the
conductance maps indicate resonances, which correspond to specific conditions of the
position of the Fermi levels in the two graphene electrodes. The green line on (E) corre-
sponds to the situation when the bias is large enough to allow tunneling with emission
of a phonon (situation schematically described in panel (A)). Blue lines on (E) and (F)
correspond to the Fermi level in one of the electrodes passing through the Dirac point
(situation schematically described in panel (B)). Yellow lines on (F) correspond to the
Fermi level in one of the electrodes passing through crossing points between the Dirac
cones (situation schematically described in panel (C)). Note, that at lower bias voltages,
when the Fermi level doesn’t pass through the crossing between the Dirac cones (situa-
tion schematically described on panel (D)), the conductivity is strongly suppressed.
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Figure S8: Tunnelling conductance maps (dI/dV vs bias voltage, Vb, and gate voltage,
Vg) for a device with nearly perfect alignment between the graphene electrodes. (A)
experiment; (B) theory for perfectly aligned graphene electrodes (color scale : arbitrary
units).
Figure S9: A schematics of magnetotunneling for the case of perfectly aligned graphene
electrodes. (A) Cartoon representing the Brillouin zones of the emitter (blue) and col-
lector (red) graphene electrodes. Circles denote the cuts through graphene bandstruc-
ture at the Fermi energy in the two graphene layers. Different size of the circles for
emitter and collector are due to the applied large gate voltage, this introduces the mo-
mentum mismatch for tunneling electrons. (B) As (A) but with magnetic field applied
parallel to graphene layers. The Lorentz force leads to an additional momentum ac-
quired by electrons when they tunnel from emitter to collector graphene electrode, this
is seen as a shift of the Brillouin zones with respect to each other by the vector. In case
of perfectly aligned graphene electrodes this brings all six corners of the Brillouin zone
into resonance (momentum conservation) simultaneously. Thus, the valley polarization
is absent in the case of 0◦ misalignment.
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